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Marketing Meeting - 4/15/2020 
 
Attendees - Willem Vanderkooi, chairperson, Matthew Jenkins, board liaison, Ruth Page 
Beverly McGowan attempted to join the meeting, but was unable to log in. 
 
Matt opened discussion regarding the logo.  We are discussing concepts at this point.  A new idea was 
incorporating the US flag and the Canadian flag in the logo.  Matt pointed out limiting the complexity of the 
logo was important for the many uses of the logo and the cost of multiple colors. 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:14 EST. 
Minutes of last meeting were approved. 
 
Matt discussed the freezing of all non-essential expenses by FHANA, including the item we were tasked with of 
a classified ad manager for the FHANA website. 
 
More discussion of the logo brought up the idea of a monochrome logo. 
 
Matt related that inspections are in limbo right now, but NA inspections have not been cancelled.  FHANA 
working on social distancing for inspections.  FHANA is also working on an alternative of videoing keurings if 
the judges do not come out to NA.  
FHANA is down 200 members from last year at this time.  All horse shows and events have been canceled. 
 
Ruth brought up items from last meeting. 

-  FHANA Family on hold 
- Getting traffic and use data from website:  Ruth will talk to Jason 
-  Chapter involvement, difficult except for chapters joining chamber of commerce. 
- Ruth to follow up her chamber and connect with other chapter presidents 
- Are we promoting breed or registry?   
- Why KFPS vs. other registries? 

o Matt suggested an ‘elevator pitch’ for KFPS 
*we need someone to take on the differences between NA registries vs. KFPS 

Jason was mentioned as someone hearing a lot of questions and opinions from potential members canceled.  
 
Matt mentioned foal of the week promotion. Other promotions like ‘what are you doing with your Friesian’ 
video to keep members interested and promote FHANA to potential members.   Matt also brought up 
philanthropic work on a ‘FHANA cares’ part of the website.  Also maybe a brochure with the philanthropic 
work, including Fenway Foundation. 
 
Next meeting scheduled for May 13, 2020 at 7pm EST. 
 
Matt made a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Ruth 2nd it.  Motion was carried and meeting was adjourned.   
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